
A MASONIC ‘LEWIS' 
 
Definition 
An Operative Mason would define a 
Lewis' as 'an instrument of iron used in 
raising large stones by dovetailing one 
of its ends into an opening in the stone.' 

 
In the cut (to the right); a a are first inserted 
and b wedged between them, all being held 
firm and attached to the lifting ring e, by the 
bolt c d. 
[Webster's 20th Century Dictionary, 1937] 
 
"The contrivance was known to the Romans, and several taken from 
old ruins are now in the Vatican. In the ruins of Whitby Abbey, in 
England, which was founded by Oswy, King of Northumberland, in 
658, large stones were discovered, with the necessary excavation for 
the insertion of a lewis." 
 
[Mackey: Encyclopedia of Freemasonry, 1924 ed.] 
 
'Lewis' - as a Speculative Masonic Symbol. In English Masonry, 
(and similarly in Pennsylvania, which follows the English version), the 
Lewis is found on the tracing-board of the Entered Apprentice degree, 
where it is used as a symbol of strength, because, by its assistance, 
the Operative Mason is enabled to lift the heaviest stones with a 
comparatively trifling exertion of physical power. It is often used in 
connexion with the laying of foundation stones, and may be seen in 
many English lodges, fixed in the perfect ashlar. 
 
Rev. G. Oliver, D.D., completes his authoritative 'Book of the Lodge', 
with a chapter on the Tracing Board of an Entered Apprentice. After 
discussing the prominent objects (three great Pillars), and the 
symbolic working tools of Freemasons, he refers to the symbolic 
rough and perfect stones (ashlars). Of the perfect stone he says: 
 

"In a corresponding situation on the floor we see a stone 
perfectly squared and polished, hanging by a winch, and 
suspended from a Lewis, to symbolize the perfect Mason in his 



old age, after he has subdued his passions, and obtained a 
victory over the three great enemies of his Christian warfare, 
the world, the flesh, and the devil." 

 
"The lewis which sustains the weight of this perfect ashlar denotes 
Strength; and consists of a certain iron instrument, which being 
dovetailed into the centre of a stone, forms a cramp which enables 

the operative Mason to raise it, how heavy soever it may be, and fix it 
with the greatest ease on its proper basis. ... it is certain that no such 
symbol was delineated on the Tracing Board before 1734. it 
symbolises the son of a Master Mason, whose duty is to bear the 
burden and heat of the day when his aged parents are incapable of 
labour; to supply their wants, and render the latter end of their lives 
cheerful and happy." 
 
[Rev. G. Oliver: Book of the Lodge. 3rd. ed., 1864, at pp. 183,41 
 
Son of a Mason - a 'Lewis'. 
 
In England, the son of a Mason is called a lewis, because, as quoted 
in Mackey's Encyplopaedia of Freemasonry: 
 

"It is his duty to support the sinking powers and aid the failing 
strength of his father; or, as Oliver has expressed it, "to bear 
the burden and heat of the day, that his parents may rest in 
their old age; thus rendering the evening of their lives peaceful 
and happy." 

 
Mackey quotes from Browne's 'Master Key', which represents the 
Prestonian lecture, the following: 
 

"What do we call the son of a Freemason? 
 "A lewis. 
"What does that denote? 
"Strength". 

 
Other Masonic authors give credence to, and substantiation of, the 
above symbolization. Mackey, in his Encyclopaeda of Freemasonry 
quotes with approval, Brownes 'Master Key', which is substantially 
verbatim with Dr. Oliver's quotation. 



 
One Masonic writer [Herbert F. Inman: Masonic Problems and 
Queries], states that some authorities have claimed that, to be 
entitled to the term, the son must be born after his father has been 
made a Mason; others take a wider view and grant the designation to 
a son whose father becomes a Mason after the child's birth. 
 

Another Masonic author, Lewis Edwards, P.G.D., Prestonian 
Lecturer, 1936, at p. 72 of Rule and Teach, states (without 
discussion), that a 'Lewis' is the eldest son of a Mason. 
 
Privileges of a 'Lewis'. A. Initiation at age 18. In Scotland: the 
Scotch Constitution does allow a Lewis to be entered at eighteen 
years of age, (Rule 180). 
 
In England: contrary to popular belief, a Lewis may not automatically 
be initiated before he has reached the age of twenty-one. A 
dispensation is required in all cases of initiation under age. This ruling 
was distinctly stated at the meeting of the Grand Lodge of England 
held on December 2, 1874. Lewis Edwards, (Rule and Teach), at p. 
72, suggests that in England, dispensation for initiation of an 
under-age 'Lewis'  
 

“could be a ground for the exercise of dispensing power 
together with other circumstances, e.g., having to leave the 
country for a period and to reside where there is no recognized 
Lodge in which initiation can take place." 

 
In New Zealand and Australia: The various Australian and New 
Zealand Grand Lodges allow the son of a Master Mason to petition 
for entry into the Craft at the age of eighteen. 
 
In United States: Rights of a Lewis are not recognized in United 
States, except, perhaps, in Pennsylvania, which follows the English 
constitution. Mackey's, Encyclopaedia of Freemasonry, 1924 ed., 
comments that: 
 

"No such right is recognized in America, where the symbolism 
of the Lewis is unknown, though it has been suggested, not 
without some probability, that the initiation of Washington when 



he was only twenty years and eight months old, may be 
explained by a reference to this supposed privilege of Lewis." 

 
In Alberta: Under the Constitution and Regulations of the Grand 
Lodge of Alberta, the Grand Master does not have any discretion in 
granting disposition for the initiation of a candidate under 21 years of 
age, for: 

 
"A candidate must be of the full age of twenty one years at the 
time of the signing of the petition, be free born, and be of good 
repute." [Regulations G.R.A. 3.07.031 

 
B. Other privileges. The English Masonic writers are unanimous that 
a Lewis could claim privilege under the following circumstances: If 
there were more candidates for initiation than permitted by the 
Constitution [in Alberta -not more than five candidates may be 
initiated in one day, while in England no Lodge is allowed to initiate or 
confer any one degree on more than two candidates on the same 
day, unless by dispensation], then a Lewis could claim to be included 
in the first batch. 
 
In a footnote [Book of the Lodge, p. 184] Rev. G. Oliver says, with 
reference to privileges of a lewis: 
 

"And, as the old rituals express It, his privilege for so doing is to 
be made a Mason before any other person, however dignified 
by birth, rank, or riches, unless through complaisance he thinks 
proper to waive this exalted privilege." 

 
Such privileges, it must be pointed out, are privileges which have 
been established by custom, not by regulation. If the Lodge 
membership is limited by its by-laws, and there were more candidates 
than vacancies, the Lewis could claim precedence at the ballot. 
These appear to be the extent of privileges which are conceded to a 
'Lewis'. 
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